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LEILA AINGE

Hello, I'm Leila and I'm a business psychologist, consultant and coach.
My workshops give you access to over 20 years of cross industry
consulting experience where I have helped people to understand human
behaviour and unlock the positive impact of individual differences.
I'll bring curiosity and passion to our sessions, and help you find unique
insights to your challenges.

my values in action

I establish an open learning
space, rather than a safe
space in my workshops.
Leading with empowerment
and support, my approach
acknowledges that the
workshop space can amplify
the good and challenging
aspects of pre existing
relationships and culture of
the participants.

What works for you?
Neurodiverse adjustments –
instructions are written and
spoken and repeated. Visual
timers are displayed for
activities, mix of individual and
group activities, schedule sent
in advance
Transcripts and ALT+ text on
request for online workshops

Ethics. A member of the
British Psychological Society,
I lead sessions with integrity
and curiosity
I have enhanced security
clearance, DBS , and up to
date training in safeguarding,
governance and conflict
resolution

LEADERSHIP MINDSET
Your leadership
journey is unique, this
session is for anyone
who wants to
leverage mindset for
success
Online 1hr
What are you thinking?
Delving into the psychology
behind the way we think,
What does it means to have a
growth mindset,
Is consistency the answer?
How do thoughts influence

I like to keep things simple, you can access my
sessions remotely as a bite size presentation
session, have an in person half day event with
exercises, or ask me to develop something bespoke.
For example, I can develop this session into
modules for existing graduate/leadership
programmes,

Half Day
Same content as online

Bespoke
Call to discuss

Plus
Growth mindset team
exercise
Individual Action planning
Workshop Booklet with 6
weeks of prompts

Pre recorded session
Quizzes
Knowledge checks
Learning action logs
Bolt on coaching

behaviour.
This session is delivered using
examples of leadership mindset
in action across different
businesses and industries.
Come away with the right
questions
·What’s the data telling you?
·What are you hearing?
·What are you telling
yourself?

In and amongst a long day of back to back speakers, Leila was a
bright light, delivering her rich, interesting take on the subject in
an engaged manner with palpable passion for her subject. You
could physically see light bulbs going on in the audience's faces.

MEDEIA
Creative Entrepreneurs Club

THREE WAYS TO USE FEEDBACK IN YOUR BUSINESS
If feedback is a gift,
why can it feel so
tough to hear?
Take the fear out of
feedback in this funny
and honest session
Online 1hr
What type of feedback do you
need?
Introducing the three types of
feedback
The psychological response to
feedback

I like to keep things simple, you can access my
sessions remotely as a bite size presentation
session, have an in person half day event with
exercises, or ask me to develop something bespoke.
For example, I can develop this session into
modules for existing graduate/leadership
programmes,

Half Day
Same content as online
Plus
Feedback practice and
role play
Giving challenging
feedback

Bespoke
Call to discuss
Pre recorded session
Quizzes
Knowledge checks
Learning action logs
Bolt on coaching

The praise game

This session helps participants
to understand the three types of
feedback, and how to ask for
them.
Come away with the knowledge
to
Ask for feedback
Give feedback
Set up systems and habits
around the three types

Leila delivered an engaging and though provoking session on
feedback for our team. I you are worried about roleplay, don't be!
somehow Leila put us all at ease to practice the learning points
and techniques. .

JOHN
Public sector client

THE ART OF DRIFTING AND SUCCESS REHEARSAL
A session for anyone
who has ever
wondered, where am I
going? and how will I
get there? when will I
be ready?

This session is lighter than the rest, it is perfect for
team meetings, it introduces new ideas, facts and
leaves you with permission to nap! - what's not to
love about that?

Online 30 mins to 1hr
What assumptions and bias do we have about visualisation?
Drifting dynamics
The psychology behind daydreaming
Mundane thoughts
Success rehearsal
Fantastical thinking
Distraction
The neurodiverse brain
Why it happens
When to let it happen
When distraction is a problem
Leila hosts workshops in REALWORK when I'm supposed to be
having the day off but I always end up signing in to listen because
I love learning from her. Leila's area of genius is why we do what
we do and her encyclopaedic knowledge of the research mixed
with curiosity and good humour bring true authority to every
session.

FLEUR
Founder REALWORK

GOAL MAGIC

Goal Magic is my
signature course.

This half day workshop can be delivered at The
National Arboretum. This venue and space lends
itself brilliantly to taking time out to reflect and
plan.

Online 1hr
Mini session
What's missing with smart?
The psychology of goal
setting
Trying out your goal setting
for size
This session helps participants
to identify the type of goal
setting that best suits their goals
Come away with the knowledge
to
Set a goal
Lean into your motivation
Identify planning bias
Use mindset to boost
success

Half Day
The goal MAGIC framework
Learn about the psychology of
goal setting and how this has
shaped your past successes
A series of individual and group
exercises to help participants
identify the type of goals they

Bespoke
Call to discuss
Learning action logs
Bolt on coaching
Ask me about goal setting
with ADHD

have, and find the right tools to
achieve them.
Half day including lunch
6-12 people
Goal Magic is such a refreshing way of looking at things. I had a
real epiphany during the workshop about how all my previous
goals had been shaped, and this has really changed the way I
think about the future of my business. I feel very positive about
goal setting now

MICHELLE
Miles with Michelle

DATA / NEUROAESTHETICS
Identifying and
evolving meaningful
metrics when working
with old and new
technologies
Half Day
Data, what is it good for?
Dimensions and metrics,
putting things into
perspective with stakeholder
contexts
The predictable pipeline, A/B

This half and full day workshop helps teams that are
migrating to modern technology stacks to start as
they mean to go on with measurement and
evaluation.

Full Day
Half day plus
Psychology of data
visualisation
Action Planning

testing, digital intent and
behaviour
Let's talk, bring the

to identify what we mean by
actionable insights, and the
create use of real-time data in
innovation.
Come away with the knowledge
to
define data
group data
analyse data

Neuroaesthetics
A very brief history of
visual expression
User/Data stories,
cognition, perception and
persuasion
Data and platform
agnostic points for better
metrics, neuroaesthetics
Visuals, benefits of
heatmaps and behaviour
analytics

qualitative lens to reporting.

This session helps participants

on it's own

We commissioned Leila to provide a course that didn't exist, we
needed to go beyond the nuts and bolts of reporting to truly
understand the capability of our data sets. Her inisghts into
government data sources is second to none, and paired with
neuroaesthetics we left this session with a very clear plan of
action.

SARA
Government Client

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Did the pandemic accelerate your plans to go digital?

Experienced
facilitator for hire

I have more than twenty years of consultancy
experience helping organisations to get ahead with
technology and developing practices to support
culture change.
I have specific experience of implementing change in
local government, policing, NHS, further education and
the charitible sectors.
Skilled in picking up stalling programmes of change
and getting traction

Consultancy rates (outside IR35) available through G-Cloud 12
I had the pleasure of working with Leila on the Digital
Transformation Programme at Ashfield District Council. Leila
tackled every challenge head-on and was not phased by any
obstacle, she will be a real asset to any transformation needing a
strong loyal programme manager, or equally to propel a stalling
programme with some motivational workshops and consultancy.

MARK SMITH
ASHFIELD COUNCIL
What stood out for me was not only Leila's expertise in managing
the project and working in some very challenging circumstances,
but that she was able to do it with boundless enthusiasm and
exceptional professionalism

MIKE UNDERWOOD
CHARNWOOD COUNCIL

